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About Australian Industry Group
The Australian Industry Group (Ai Group) is a peak industry association in Australia which along
with its affiliates represents the interests of more than 60,000 businesses in an expanding range of
sectors including: manufacturing; engineering; construction; automotive; food; transport;
information technology; telecommunications; call centres; labour hire; printing; defence; mining
equipment and supplies; airlines; and other industries. The businesses which we represent employ
more than one million people. Ai Group members operate small, medium and large businesses
across a range of industries. Ai Group is closely affiliated with more than 50 other employer
groups in Australia alone and directly manages a number of those organisations.

Australian Industry Group contact for this submission
Jemina Dunn, Queensland State Director
Ph: 07 3244 1767
Email: jemina.dunn@aigroup.asn.au
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Executive summary
The Queensland Government will deliver its first budget in July at time when government policy
should encourage diversification in the Queensland economy and productivity gains to ensure the
state’s economic future.
Interest rates are low and the dollar has fallen against major trading partners yet business
confidence in Queensland remains low, negatively impacting business investment, employment
and the broader economy. The new Government has the challenge of needing to work hard to
balance fiscal discipline in managing the State's budget while stimulating much needed confidence
and growth through targeted productivity-enhancing programs and infrastructure investment.
Skilling will be of fundamental importance to productivity growth, particularly in the areas of
literacy and numeracy and science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills; and
driving innovation through collaboration and adoption of new technology by Queensland business.
Government should also target rising business costs that undermine the competitiveness of
Queensland industry - including rising energy costs and the reduced but still burgeoning red tape
burden.
We also need the Queensland government to play a leading and constructive role in the important
national debates on tax reform and the federation. A key objective should be to remove the range
of inefficient state taxes including payroll tax, stamp duties and the selective tax on insurance
premiums.
Ai Group and its members are disappointed government has taken a decision to ratchet back
recent sensible improvements to Queensland's Workers Compensation system, including
introduction of a threshold for common law claims. These reforms that have provided much
needed relief to business at a time when conditions are some of the most challenging in living
memory and government’s commitment to reverse them will very seriously dampen business
confidence and have potential to severely curtail employment growth.
Finally, too many governments have overlooked the potential of manufacturing − as a state we
should be focused on the enormous potential to transition what is a vibrant sector to deliver its
full potential. This has been achieved by many highly successful world-leading Queensland
manufacturers individually, but at a sector wide level there is much work to be done − and
governments at all levels need to be on board.
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Summary of recommendations
Fiscal Policy


The new Government should remain committed to paying down debt and improving the
State’s fiscal position. But this should be balanced against the need for investments in
infrastructure and skills.

Reducing costs of doing business


The Queensland Government should fully commit to the Tax White Paper and Federalism
Whitepaper process and examine if inefficient state-based taxes and charges on industry can
be removed.



The Queensland Government should not raise taxes and charges to maintain its state’s cost
competitiveness.



The COAG agenda has changed with changes in governments across the country. Queensland
businesses, and indeed businesses nationally, would benefit from many of the harmonisation
reforms that were not completed. We would encourage the Queensland Government to
reinvigorate this process.



Reduce the frequency of business regulatory reporting requirements to a minimum and
establish reliable electronic and web-based regulatory reporting for businesses.



Minimise the required number of approvals needed for projects and execute approval
processes concurrently.



Integrate and rationalise approvals for all projects by creating an approvals committee with
the authority to issue all relevant approvals.



Work with local government to reduce duplication of regulation across local government
boundaries (planning regulations for example) and across state borders (for example the
payroll tax harmonisation process through COAG is not yet operational).



The recent announcement of a review into a container deposit scheme has the potential to
add substantial cost to industry and consumers. Ai Group supports a nationally consistent
approach to consumer packaging instead of the creation of additional state based programs.
The Australian Packaging Covenant should be used as the key support mechanism to increase
the recycling and recovery rates of post-consumer packaging.



The Queensland Government also needs to consider how regulatory agencies interact with the
business community with respect to regulatory changes and proposals. Consultation is crucial
and should continue but governments need to invest in more efficient and less onerous
consultation processes which do not impose an additional burden on businesses.



On Workers Compensation, the Government should maintain the amendments to the QLD
WorkCover legislation as introduced in late 2013 including the common damages claim
threshold; and



Continue with the constructive steps taken to reduce the reporting burden in this sector; and
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Continue to review the QLD WorkCover premium model and related options; and



Offer greater support to QLD employers including by way of premium relief in relation to
aggravation injury claims.

Education and Training Reform


Ai Group encourages the Queensland Government to develop and effectively resource an
industry-led training system by ensuring industry remains at the forefront of driving the
direction of skilling and funding priorities.



Develop and effectively resource a STEM skills strategy in conjunction with industry.



Include measures to increase participation in all sectors culminating in a higher representation
of STEM skills in the workforce.



Implement measures to increase the level of numeracy skills for participants in the VET sector
as a precursor to lifting STEM skills participation in that sector.



The Government, together with Ai Group, should implement an information campaign to
distribute return on investment outcomes of participation in workplace LLN programs to
employers.



Develop strategies, including funding support, aimed at increasing levels of interest by young
people in apprenticeships as a career and pathway, and developing improved frameworks for
pre-apprenticeship and pathway programs



Address non-completion by apprentices, by monitoring the new Australian Apprenticeship
Support Network arrangements and developing focused initiatives that address the issues
apprentices and employers face, including reasons for non-completion by apprentices in order
to improve outcomes.



Support programs that build the capability of training providers to implement competency
based progression for their apprentices, in consultation with employers.



Enable greater facilitation of industry-university collaboration.



Develop measures to encourage increased participation by undergraduate students in STEMrelated disciplines.



Support measures to enable the national co-ordination by industry and Universities Australia
of Work Integrated Learning for undergraduate students to contribute to their work readiness.



Support increased and earlier exposure to businesses by the future workforce, through a
funded program of collaboration between schools, academic institutions and business.



Provide funding for practical leadership research into cultural barriers that exist to leadership
and Queensland’s ability to innovate, together with appropriate development frameworks that
allow organisations to build capability relating to an organisation’s operating environment.



Advocate and support further reform in the education sector as it relates to management
education.

Infrastructure
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The Queensland Government should move quickly to establish a medium and long-term
infrastructure project pipeline to boost the State’s overall productivity and to provide certainty
and opportunity for local business as the mining investment boom continues to fade.

Ensuring a level playing field for government procurement


Ai Group recommends that all Queensland government agencies and major contractors
implement an approach that shows a commitment to the following five procurement
principles namely:
o Value for Money;
o Clarity, Transparency and Improvement of Processes;
o Full and Fair Access;
o Full Opportunities for Local Suppliers; and
o Supporting Industry through Effective Planning and Communication.

Planning


The planning and management of industrial land is a key infrastructure issue that needs to be
addressed, as part of an overall strategy to support population and economic growth in south
east and regional Queensland.



The Government should ensure it meets its shared responsibility for e-waste.

Energy


Energy efficiency and productivity are long term imperatives. Information and other support
for efficiency should be increased, including in return for voluntary commitments.



Ai Group encourages the Government to reconsider the amalgamation of the publicly-owned
electricity generators and focus on reducing electricity network costs instead.

Innovation


Ai Group encourages the Government to take an active role in improving the innovation
environment in the state through considered policy settings and incentives.

Trade


Queensland has a strong record in international trade. Ai Group encourages the Government
to draw on the state’s strengths to develop a clear strategy to boost export opportunities of
Queensland businesses.



That the Government does not proceed with proposed cuts to the budget of Trade and
Investment Queensland (TIQ).
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The Queensland Economic Outlook
The Queensland economy is the country’s third largest, accounting for around 19% of Australian
economic activity in 2014. While Queensland is traditionally viewed as a mining state, the state’s
industrial base is broad, especially when compared to the other big resources state, Western
Australia (Table 1). The state’s manufacturing sector is its fourth-largest industry, behind mining,
construction and health, and comprises 6.2% of Gross State Product, which is in line with
manufacturing’s share of national GDP. In fact, Queensland has the third-largest manufacturing
sector in the country, behind only NSW and Victoria, and it is more than double the size of South
Australia’s manufacturing industry.
The state’s biggest industry of course is mining, which largely reflects coal and LNG. But the mining
industry’s share of activity is actually below the national average, sitting at 9.3% of state activity in
2013-14 (in Western Australia, mining accounts for 28.9% and nationally it accounts for 10.4% of
activity). Falls in coal prices have hit Queensland hard, with mines closing. But the state will
benefit further from LNG investments, with many of major projects only set to produce output in
the next few years.
Table 1: Queensland’s industry share of Gross State Product

Source: ABS, State Accounts 2013-14, Nov 2014;

Queensland has experienced both the benefits and the challenges from the mining boom of recent
years. While resource companies will continue to invest in Queensland, engineering investment
has slowed. The most recent ABS data, while dated, shows the Gross State Product data grew by
2.3% over the year to June 2014 compared to national growth of 2.5% (Chart 1). More recent data
from the National Accounts indicates that growth in the Queensland economy slowed sharply in
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the second half of 2014 as both private and public investment has slowed. State final demand
(consumption and investment) declined by 1.0% in the December quarter which took growth
down by 3.4% over the year to December 2014. Underlying the weak growth has been a 12.2%
decline in business investment, reflecting weaker engineering construction and machinery and
equipment spending, as well as slower public spending. Household consumption has grown but
been slower than the national average, while housing investment has been strong following years
of weak growth.
Forecasts
In the Mid-Year update, Queensland Treasury forecast the economy to grow by 2½% in 2014-15,
strengthening to 5¾% in 2015-16 (Table 2). This compares to Commonwealth Treasury forecasts
for national growth of 2½% for 2015-16 and 2¾% for 2015-16 in the 2015-16 Federal Budget.
Deloitte Access Economics had similar forecasts, with growth steady at around 2.3% in 2014-15,
before strengthening to around 4.3% in 2015-16 and sitting around 4% a year thereafter.
Chart 1: Queensland GSP and Australian GDP, real % change per year

Sources: ABS, State Accounts 2013-14, Nov 2014; Queensland Mid-Year Update December 2015; Australian Treasury, Budget, May 2015

Chart 2: Growth in Queensland and Australia

Source: ABS National Accounts 5206.0, December 2014
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Table 2: Queensland economic forecasts

Sources: Queensland Budget, 2014; Deloitte Access Economics Business Outlook March 2015

The outlook is being driven by developments in the resources sector, which is shifting from the
investment phase towards the export phase, which will boost growth in the coming years through
export earnings but will also lead to slower engineering investment. Resource sector investment
peaked in 2013 and the major contribution to growth in the period ahead will be export earnings.
However, several major resource projects are still in the construction phase, which will still
support activity in the coming years (Chart 3). These include three LNG projects at a value of $63
billion including Curtis Island Project and Australia Pacific LNG. Despite the falls in coal prices, four
coal projects worth $3.2 billion are at the committed stage in the Bureau of Resources and Energy
Economics Major Projects report, while 26 projects are in the feasibility stage including Adani’s
Carmichael Coal Project ($16 billion) which appears almost certain to go ahead but is awaiting the
Final Investment Decision announcement.
Chart 3: Value of projects at the Committed Stage by commodity

Source: BREE Resources and Energy Major Projects, October 2014
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Across the rest of the economy, the lower dollar is expected to provide a near-term boost for
sectors like manufacturing as well as tourism and hospitality services, which have strengthened
over the past year as evidenced by the pick-up seen in accommodation & food services, and
recreation. Low interest rates are stimulating residential construction in the state after a period of
weakness in the building of new homes in previous years (Charts 4 and 5).
The recovery in dwelling investment after years of underbuilding is helping to boost growth in the
period ahead but slower population growth will mean to household consumption growth is now
likely to be around the national trend, if not a touch lower.
Chart 4: Queensland investment by type

Chart 5: Queensland building approvals (three-month moving average)

Source: ABS
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Queensland’s labour market has mirrored trends in the national employment by softening
gradually since 2011 (Chart 6). Over the year to April, employment contracted slightly by 0.1% in
Queensland in trend terms, while nationally, employment grew by 1.6%. Queensland’s
unemployment rate has improved slightly since late 2014 but is elevated at 6.6% in trend terms in
April, higher than the 6.2% seen a year earlier. The national unemployment rate appears to have
peaked and has improved slightly to 6.1% in April in trend terms, although the ABS data has been
unreliable in recent months due to frequent revisions.
Chart 6: Australian and Queensland trend unemployment rate

Source: ABS 6202.0 Labour Force, Australia, April 2015

The Australian Industry Group’s Performance of Manufacturing Index (Ai Group PMI®) indicates
that the Queensland’s manufacturing industry experienced a sharp deterioration in conditions in
late 2014 and early 2015. While both the national and Queensland indices have sat below 50
(which is the level that signals an industry is neither expanding nor contracting), Queensland has
experienced particularly tough conditions, which is likely to reflect reduced demand for resourcesector related manufacturing. However, looking ahead, the recent depreciation in the Australian
dollar should provide some support to industry over the coming year.
Chart 7: Australian and Queensland PMI

Source: Ai Group
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The Queensland Fiscal Outlook
Recommendation:


The new Government should remain committed to paying down debt and improving the
State’s fiscal position. But this should be balanced against the need for investments in
infrastructure and skills.

In the 2014-15 Budget, Queensland Treasury noted that the level of state’s debt was around
$15,000 per person (Chart 7). This is almost 80% higher than the average of the other states of
$8,335 per person (at 30 June 2013).
In the December Mid-Year Budget Update, Queensland Treasury forecast the state to return
surplus in 2015-16, albeit at $331 million rather than the $862 million forecast in the 2014-15
Budget. The lower surplus projection owed to the lower commodity prices, in particular coal
prices, which have hit the projected Government revenues.
Ai Group believes it is important the Queensland Government continue to pay down debt and
ensure the Budget is sustainable so Queensland can remain an attractive investment destination.
But we also believe a balance should be struck between paying down debt and investing in the
vital infrastructure the state needs to be competitive. Industry needs to be able to compete in
world in markets, and this will require investments in road, rail and ports in the future across
Australia. The state also needs a skilled workforce.
Chart 7 – Interstate Comparison of Debt to Revenue Ratio 2009-10, 2017-18

Source: Queensland Mid-Year Review, December 2014
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Reduce the cost of doing business
Regulatory reform
Recommendation:


The Queensland Government should fully commit to the Tax White Paper and Federalism
Whitepaper process and examine if inefficient state-based taxes and charges on industry can
be removed.

State Governments across the country are responsible for a sizeable portion of the government
costs levied on business, through taxation and regulation. Industry understands the Government
needs revenue streams to provide important public services, but it is important that only
necessary regulation and the most efficient taxes are imposed. The Federal Government’s
upcoming white papers on taxation and federalism are a good opportunity to investigate reducing,
remodeling or replacing inefficient state-based charges, including payroll tax and stamp duty.
The Queensland Government should also reduce unnecessary red tape, to make it easier for
businesses to establish and grow and employ in Queensland. Where possible, different regulatory
regimes in different states should be replaced with nationally-consistent laws to reduce
compliance costs for businesses.
Consequently, we call on the Queensland Government to take an open-minded view to examining
state-based taxes including conveyancing duties, insurance taxes, land and payroll taxes, and
should also embrace regulatory harmonization across states to remove burdens from business.
Many of the reforms to state-based taxes that were identified in the 2010 Henry Tax Review are
worthwhile but will require broader reforms to fiscal federalism and revenue sharing allocations
between the states through the Commonwealth Grants Commission.

State-based taxes
Recommendation:


The Queensland Government should not raise taxes and charges to maintain its state’s cost
competitiveness.

Queensland has the second-lowest tax burden among the states when it comes to state and local
taxes including payroll tax, land tax, land transfer duty, insurance duty and motor vehicle duty
(Chart 8). Only Western Australia has a lower burden. This is an important aspect of the
Queensland’s competitiveness and indeed the state has the highest payroll tax threshold of
$1,000,000 and one of the lowest rates at 4.75%. Ai Group would encourage the Queensland
Government to ensure this position is maintained and state-based taxes do not increase as a share
of GSP. It is important that Queensland maintains its competitiveness position relative to the other
states, to retain and attract businesses and to generate jobs growth.
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Chart 8: State and Local Government Taxes as a share of GSP

Sources: ABS, 5220.0 Australian National Accounts: State Accounts, June 2014; ABS, 5212.12 Government
Finance Statistics, 2011-12

Red tape and regulatory reform
Recommendations:


The COAG agenda has changed with changes in governments across the country. Queensland
businesses, and indeed businesses nationally, would benefit from many of the
harmonisation reforms that were not completed. We would encourage the Queensland
Government to reinvigorate this process.

There are a number of actions governments can take to further address business regulatory
compliance costs:


Reduce the frequency of business regulatory reporting requirements to a minimum and
establish reliable electronic and web-based regulatory reporting for businesses.



Minimise the required number of approvals needed for projects and execute approval
processes concurrently.



Integrate and rationalise approvals for all projects by creating an approvals committee with
the authority to issue all relevant approvals.



Work with local government to reduce duplication of regulation across local government
boundaries (planning regulations for example) and across state borders (for example the
payroll tax harmonisation process through COAG is not yet operational).



The recent announcement of a review into a container deposit scheme has the potential to
add substantial cost to industry and consumers. Ai Group supports a nationally consistent
approach to consumer packaging instead of the creation of additional state based programs.
The Australian Packaging Covenant should be used as the key support mechanism to
increase the recycling and recovery rates of post-consumer packaging.
15
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The Queensland Government also needs to consider how regulatory agencies interact with
the business community with respect to regulatory changes and proposals. Consultation is
crucial and should continue but governments need to invest in more efficient and less
onerous consultation processes which do not impose an additional burden on businesses.

The focus of successive Queensland government’s on red and green tape reduction has been
pleasing with significant progress noted around workers’ compensation, environmental licensing,
major project approvals and in other areas. Reducing the regulatory burden on business should
remain a key priority for the current government as there is still much to be done. Despite recent
progress, a recent survey of regulation conducted by Ai Group found that Queensland businesses
still have the highest degree of reported regulatory burden from industrial relations and OH&S
among all states (Chart 9).
Chart 9: Queensland’s regulatory burden

Source: Ai Group

Almost all CEOs surveyed (96%) estimated these areas impose a medium to high cost on their
business in 2014. Payroll and other state taxes were also highlighted by 87% of Queensland
businesses as a major cost concern for 2014. In particular, 57% of CEOs in Queensland estimate
the relevant costs of compliance to be high in 2014.
Regulations around environment, energy and waste are expected to affect over half (52% citing it
as a medium to high cost) of businesses in Queensland. Fewer Queensland CEOs face costs due to
safety standards (45% citing it as a medium to high cost), infrastructure and planning (43%) and
competition and fair trading (36%).
Much of the former government’s focus was around the “four pillars” of agriculture, tourism
resources and construction. While these are clearly key areas of the Queensland economy Ai
Group would welcome an expanded focus including manufacturing, the fourth largest contributor
to Gross State Product. Queensland manufacturers, like those in other states, are under great
competitive strain. The most complete measure of economic activity, the annual Gross State
Product measure shows manufacturing in Queensland posted a small decline over the year to June
2014 of -0.1% in inflation-adjusted terms. The labour force data shows a relatively large fall in
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employment in Queensland manufacturing in the three months November. Around 13,000 jobs
were shed in the quarter, and 38,000 jobs lost over the past year.
Despite this there are enormous opportunities for the sector. In this regard, rather than seeing
manufacturing as the “ugly duckling”, as a state we should be focused on the enormous
opportunity to transition what is a vibrant sector to deliver its full potential. Governments at all
levels have a role to play in driving manufacturing productivity and competitiveness with the right
policy settings. In Queensland that includes red tape reduction, ongoing investment in industry led
skilling, and a strong forward pipeline of infrastructure investment. Early adoption of emerging
technologies will also be critical as will increased collaboration between business and universities.
In Ai Group’s recent survey one in 10 manufacturers nominated ‘government regulatory burden’
as one of their top three inhibitors to growth. With 85% of manufacturers identifying industrial
relations, employment, workcover, and OH&S as most likely to impose medium or high costs on
the business in 2014, with 43% of CEOs expecting associated costs to be high.
Regulations around environment, energy and waste were a medium to high cost for over half
(55%) of manufacturers in 2014. Ai Group welcomes the recent announcement (in the COAG
Communique of 13 December 2013) by the Council of Australian Governments of a major focus on
reducing red and green tape.
And specifically that:
-

The governments all agreed to work in their own jurisdictions to improve regulation and
remove unnecessary red tape:

-

They also agreed to work bilaterally to implement ‘one-stop-shops’ for environmental
approvals in their states and territories; and

-

That COAG will work together on reducing red tape in the four areas of manufacturing,
higher education, early childhood and ‘end-to-end’ regulation of small businesses, with
each state to target specific small business sectors.

Many Queensland businesses have operations in multiple states and face a number of inconsistent
reporting regimes. Queensland should continue to lead efforts to reduce the burden of
inconsistent reporting, particularly by advocating for, and facilitating, a single national online
reporting portal.
The benefits for businesses, and indeed the broader economy, from nationally-consistent business
regulation and competition laws have been well canvassed in recent years. In 2008, state and
federal governments signed the National Partnership Agreement to Deliver a Seamless National
Economy at the Council of Commonwealth Governments meeting. Thirty-six separate reforms are
covered by this National Partnership, comprising of 27 deregulation priorities, eight areas of
competition reform and a reform to regulation making and review processes. Only 17 of the
deregulation priorities and three of the competition reforms were completed. It is clear from the
December 2013 COAG meetings that federal and state governments have taken a new approach
to harmonization especially on areas like occupational licensing, which was not completed. Ai
Group still sees significant benefit to industry, and indeed the broader economy including
households and governments, from harmonised legislation and regulation.
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Workers’ Compensation
Recommendations:


The Government should maintain the amendments to the QLD WorkCover legislation as
introduced in late 2013 including the common damages claim threshold;



Continue with the constructive steps taken to reduce the reporting burden in this sector;



Continue to review the QLD WorkCover premium model and related options; and



Offer greater support to QLD employers including by way of premium relief in relation to
aggravation injury claims.

The amendments to the Queensland Workers’ Compensation & Rehabilitation Act 2003 that came
into effect in late 2013 were welcomed by Ai Group members and industry across the state. Ai
Group and its members are extremely disappointed the Queensland Government has committed
to reverse these critical reforms particularly with reference to the inevitable impact this will have
on the WorkCover Queensland premium. Numerous employers have also expressed their concern
that the resulting impact on premiums will force them to consider alternatives such as off shore
production.
It is also noted that the 0 to 5 per cent common law damages claim threshold as introduced with
the 2013 amendments was extremely modest by comparison to other jurisdictions.
Despite the protests by the Unions the section 571A, B, C & D amendments have provided
Queensland employers with the opportunity to employ and manage new employees with
reference to best work health and safety practice by having access to appropriate information
about pre-existing health issues. Employers have been able to realistically manage, avoid and/or
minimise the risk of work related aggravation injury claims and workers have been more
personally accountable in this regard. This was a very important development for many industries
where aggravation injury claims have been and continue to be a constant and serious work health
and safety risk management challenge.
Ai Group notes further in the above regard that while Queensland employers are actively
encouraged to employ older workers, there is also no premium relief in relation to aggravation
injury claims made by workers with pre-existing health issues although many workers now
consider that they have no option but to work until 70 years of age or older.
Among other things, Queensland employers will also experience a return to the ever controversial
definition of psychological injury where employment is only required to be shown to be a
significant contributing factor to the injury as opposed to the major significant contributing factor.
This is additional to Queensland employers’ ongoing concerns about the quarantined nature of
secondary psychological injury claims and the fact that many of these claims are not managed in
the appropriate injury adjustment context.
It is however acknowledged that the launch by WorkCover Queensland and the Office of Fair and
Safe Work Queensland of a new one-stop shop website and call centre for all work safety and
workers compensation services and information in early November 2014 was welcome by way of
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reducing red tape for Queensland employers and making services “simpler, clearer and faster to
use”.
Ai Group also acknowledges WorkCover Queensland’s proactive engagement with Queensland
employers during 2014 and 2015 with the view to obtaining their feedback on possible changes to
the current WorkCover premium model. Ai Group and its members were also pleased to
participate in the recent Manufacturing Industry Consultation and look forward to an ongoing and
constructive dialogue in this regard.
Ai Group members have suggested to WorkCover Queensland that rates could also be set to
reward employers who have:


a good track record with workplace health and safety compliance;



accredited workplace health and safety systems including return to work programs, and



improvements to published key performance indicators.

Ai Group members in Queensland also continue to be concerned about the economic uncertainty
experienced by them in anticipation of the delayed financial impact of a common law damages
claim on premium especially since the GFC and in what are tough financial times for many
businesses. In discussions in the context of the WorkCover Queensland premium model review
some Ai Group members also indicated that they have an interest in the retro paid loss schemes
that operate in NSW and SA because they consider that employers in this context are highly
incentivised to return employees to work and close out claims as soon as possible to obtain lower
premiums associated with improved performance.
The proposed Comcare national self-insurance scheme has also attracted interest. Ai Group is
keeping a watching brief in this regard and is providing its members with regular updates on the
proposal including by way of matters that will need to be considered by multi-state employers
before moving into such a national scheme.
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Education and Training
Industry leadership
Recommendation:
• Ai Group encourages the Queensland Government to develop and effectively resource an
industry-led training system by ensuring industry remains at the forefront of driving the
direction of skilling and funding priorities.
Within a climate of VET reform it is important to ensure that the key desirable features of the
national training system are maintained and strengthened: industry-driven; nationally consistent;
outcomes-focused; timely and quality assured. It is important that key industry organisations be
involved in this process to ensure that an industry led VET system is maintained and that specified
VET outcomes meet the needs of enterprise in our changing economy.
One of the great strengths and internationally admired aspects of the Australian training system is
the role of industry. The training system exists to meet the needs of industry and the broader
economy by assisting individuals to acquire skills in this context. The importance of the role of
industry must not be eroded; rather it must be strengthened to allow Queensland to optimise the
human capital of our working age population.

Sustainability of Private and Public Providers
Ai Group believes it is important that funding models continue to deliver and maintain strong
public and private providers along with quality training outcomes. Key principles in achieving this
are:


Properly resourced: the public training system needs to be properly resourced and efficiently
managed in order to provide quality training responsive to industry need;



Quality system: all aspects of the national training system must reflect quality to maintain
industry confidence in the system;



Community provision: the public training system needs to embrace its wider community
responsibilities beyond the immediate needs of industry.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM)
Recommendations:


Develop and effectively resource a STEM skills strategy in conjunction with industry.



Include measures to increase participation in all sectors culminating in a higher
representation of STEM skills in the workforce.



Implement measures to increase the level of numeracy skills for participants in the VET
sector as a precursor to lifting STEM skills participation in that sector.

Ai Group remains concerned about the low levels of participation by school and tertiary students
in STEM-related disciplines and the consequent impact on the workforce and the economy.
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The Australian Bureau of Statistics has reported that STEM skills jobs such as scientists, ICT
professionals and engineers have grown at 1.5 times the rate of other jobs in recent years.1 The
Office of the Chief Scientist has estimated that 65 per cent of economic growth per capita from
1964 to 2005 is due to improvements in the use of capital, labour and technological innovation
made possible in large part by STEM.2
Despite the importance of STEM skills to the Australian economy, 44 per cent of surveyed
employers report difficulties recruiting technicians and trades workers with STEM skills. 3
There are difficulties in the STEM skills pipeline from schools and universities into the workforce.
School student participation in mathematics and science is falling and so is performance as
measured in international comparisons.4 In higher education STEM degree completions have fallen
as a percentage of the total from 22 per cent in 2002 to 16 per cent in 2012 despite a significant
increase in the total number of graduates over this period.5
As a comparison a number of countries have significantly higher STEM enrolments than Australia,
for example, Singapore with nearly 50 per cent and China with 41 per cent.6 The situation is better
in the VET sector where STEM disciplines account for 29.9 per cent of all VET EFT enrolments
although over half of these are in the engineering and related technologies area. Agriculture,
environmental and related studies, information technology and natural and physical sciences have
very low levels of participation.7
To address this issue Ai Group supports the call from the Chief Scientist and others for a national
STEM skills strategy. The government can take a leadership role, potentially through the recently
formed Commonwealth Science Council, in the development of this strategy in conjunction with
industry. A multi-pronged approach is needed to address school, university, VET and industry
involvement. Sufficient resourcing is required to develop a co-ordinated and systemic response to
the issue.

Workplace Literacy and Numeracy
Recommendations:


The Government, together with Ai Group, should implement an information campaign to
distribute return on investment outcomes of participation in workplace LLN programs to
employers.

Ai Group research confirms the current situation regarding the low levels of workplace literacy and
numeracy is a major concern to employers. It has a negative impact on productivity, labour
mobility and the capacity of the economy to achieve the higher levels of skills needed for the
1

Media Release, Qualifications paying off in science, technology, engineering and maths, ABS, 24 February 2014.
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics: Australia’s Future, Office of the Chief Scientist, September 2014,
page 7.
3
Progressing STEM Skills in Australia, Australian Industry Group, forthcoming.
4
STEM Country Comparisons, Final Report, Australian Council of Learned Academies, May 2013; Dealing with
Australia’s mathematical deficit, Australian Mathematical science Institute, May 2014;
5
Derived from Australian Government, Department of Education, 2012 Award Course Completions.
6
Statistic of the Month: Investigating the Skills Mismatch, Center on International Education Benchmarking, July 31,
2012.
7
STEM Country Comparisons, Final Report, Australian Council of Learned Academies, May 2013.
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increasingly knowledge-based economy. There remains an urgent need to address the language,
literacy and numeracy needs of the Queensland workforce.
In addition to the well-known results of the Adult Literacy and Life Skills Survey (ALLS) and the
more recent Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) study,
research undertaken by Ai Group demonstrates that 93% of surveyed employers reported that low
levels of literacy and numeracy were having an impact on their business.8 Ai Group and employers
see a strong connection between improving workplace literacy and numeracy and lifting
productivity performance.
Ai Group has recently completed a significant national project in this area – Building Employer
Commitment to Workplace Language, Literacy and Numeracy Programs. The major focus of this
project was to establish the return on investment to employers who participate in the Workplace
English Language and Literacy (WELL) program. In addition to the benefits for participating
employees, there is also a firm business case for employer investment in workforce literacy and
numeracy. Ai Group believes that these results should be widely distributed to encourage more
employers to engage in this area.
In terms of programmatic responses, the only two avenues are via State and Territory publicly
funded Foundation Skills programs or the Commonwealth funded Industry Skills Fund which will
deliver 250,000 places over four years. The data available through the international surveys such
as PIAAC indicates that there are over four million workers currently experiencing low levels of
literacy and numeracy. It is therefore important that Queensland supports access to State-based
funding to boost the literacy and numeracy skills.

Concentrating Apprenticeship Support
Recommendations:


Develop strategies, including funding support, aimed at increasing levels of interest by young
people in apprenticeships as a career and pathway, and developing improved frameworks
for pre-apprenticeship and pathway programs



Address non-completion by apprentices, by monitoring the new Australian Apprenticeship
Support Network arrangements and developing focused initiatives that address the issues
apprentices and employers face, including reasons for non-completion by apprentices in
order to improve outcomes.



Support programs that build the capability of training providers to implement competency
based progression for their apprentices, in consultation with employers.

The need for reform to Australia’s apprenticeship system has been recognised as a major
component in the VET Reform Agenda. Apprenticeships are the backbone in the formation of
highly valued and adaptable skilled tradespeople Australia needs for its future. It is imperative that
Queensland’s apprenticeship architecture achieves the right skills for young people and employers
to fuel innovative and competitive companies.

8

Getting it Right: Foundation Skills for the Workforce, Australian Industry Group, October 2013.
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However a number of issues remain a concern. Recent instability around the levels of apprentice
and trainee commencements jeopardises the ongoing supply of newly skilled tradespeople with
commencements in Queensland in the 12 months ending 31 December 2014 down 23% compared
to the previous year. Progressive decreases in the level of commencements during 2013/14 were
arrested in the last available data with increases recorded, however new data will be closely
watched.9
In a recent Ai Group survey on workforce development needs, only 17 per cent of employers
intend to increase apprentices and trainee numbers over the next twelve months. A further 50 per
cent will maintain their numbers, while 33 per cent intend to decrease numbers or are unsure
about their intentions.10

Percentage of respondents

Chart 10: Employment intentions for apprentices
for the next year
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Completion rates also remain a concern and work on national consistency needs to continue.
There is still scope for lifting engagement with workplaces, particularly in higher order skill areas.
The effect on apprenticeship commencements as a result of the changes to funding support for
apprentices needs to be examined as part of a broader strategy to increase levels of interest by
young people in apprenticeships as a career and pathway. More consistent approaches to VET in
Schools, pre-apprenticeship programs and pre-vocational programs need to be included in
strategies to build apprentice commencements.
Ai Group sees that a number of measures are still required to deliver a high quality Australian
apprenticeship system. Competency based progression for apprentices is an important flexibility
mechanism available to employers. Employers can potentially gain skilled people in shorter
periods of time and apprentices can move onto higher wage levels earlier. A national roll-out of
competency based progression across engineering and the construction trades needs to be
supported. A number of successful strategies, as well as barriers to implementation, have been
developed through projects such as Ai Group’s Australian Government funded Engineering

9

NCVER, Australian vocational education and training statistics: apprentices and trainees 2014 - September quarter
and Apprentices and trainees.
10
2014 Survey of workforce development needs
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Excellence project, and can guide the roll-out. This Project included two registered training
organisations in Queensland.

Higher Education
Recommendations:


Enable greater facilitation of industry-university collaboration.



Develop measures to encourage increased participation by undergraduate students in
STEM-related disciplines.



Support measures to enable the national co-ordination by industry and Universities
Australia of Work Integrated Learning for undergraduate students to contribute to their
work readiness.

Ai Group is concerned that the erosion of the funding base for higher education is contributing to
an environment of instability. Funding support and a stable environment are required to enable
the kind of industry – university partnerships that are needed to support the employment pipeline
to the workforce.
Industry-university collaboration is at a low level in Australia compared to many other countries.
For example, Australia has the lowest level of business to research collaboration among
comparator countries. Australia ranks 32nd out of 33 OECD countries for SMEs and last for large
enterprises; this is about 4 per cent of large firms. This compares, for example, with Sweden (5 th)
where the figure is 50 per cent of large firms and the UK (19 th) where it is about 30 per cent.11
Chart 11: Industry-University collaboration

Ai Group surveys indicate that only 26 per cent of employers have links with universities and that
about half have no education links at all. There are also very few plans for employers to change
their links to universities with over 80 per cent indicating that existing links will stay the same. 12
11

Benchmarking Australian Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, Office of the Chief Scientist,
November 2014, page 30.
12
Employer Survey of Workforce Development Needs 2014.
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The uncertain funding base also has an impact on the implementation of demand driven funding.
It remains important to monitor how this reform progresses and whether increased student
demand aligns with industry demand.
To date the increase in student places has revealed expansion across a wide range of disciplines, 13
although concerns remain about the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
disciplines and the development of employability skills, which have been the subject of
considerable concern.14
Chart 12: Australian STEM Graduates

Source: University of Melbourne

Australia has a declining rate of STEM-related course completions which have decreased over the
past 10 years from 22 per cent to 16 per cent. A more recent report from the Office of the Chief
Scientist indicates that the proportion of tertiary students with first degrees in STEM is only 10.6
per cent. As an international comparison with 11 Western European countries, the United States
and Canada (that is, like-economies) there are 11 countries above Australia in this regard.15 So
while Australia has a relatively high rate of per capita enrolments in higher education there is less
emphasis on STEM.
It is essential that industry’s need for these skills generated by higher education are not lost in a
system entirely dependent on student demand. Mismatches between educational supply and
13

Conor King and Richard James, Creating a demand-driven system, in Tertiary Education Policy in Australia, Simon
Marginson (Ed), Centre for the Study of Higher Education, University of Melbourne, July 2013.
14
See for example Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics in the National Interest: A Strategic Approach,
Office of the Chief Scientist, July 2013 and Lifting our Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) Skills,
Australian Industry Group, March 2013.
15
Benchmarking Australian Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, Office of the Chief Scientist,
November 2014.
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work-force demands can severely risk business productivity and contribute to skills wastage and
skills shortages.
In addition, there is the issue of providing effective pathways between the VET and higher
education sectors. There is a need for those with initial vocational qualifications to acquire higherlevel higher education qualifications as they advance in the workforce. To date these
arrangements have been ad hoc and localised.
The introduction of demand driven funding in higher education provides a new impetus to
establish pathways from vocational education and training to higher education, particularly in
areas of skills shortage.
Work-integrated learning (WIL) is an important way of ensuring that students can apply their
knowledge and skills, develop employability skills and build professional networks in industry. It is
an important higher education curriculum innovation, based on the notion that students will
develop graduate attributes and employability skills and therefore will be better prepared for
work or professional practice if they have opportunities to integrate theoretical knowledge with
practice.
The implementation of WIL is currently non-systemic and difficult to promote consistently to
industry in its various forms. There is a need for greater national co-ordination of this important
initiative between industry and Universities Australia, the peak organisation for higher education.
Recent Ai Group surveys reveal a continuing concern from employers about the work readiness of
higher education graduates. Employers have indicated that the most important factors when
recruiting tertiary graduates is the fit to the business culture (35 per cent) and relevant work
experience (22 per cent). This again highlights the importance of WIL as a key instrument to
provide work placements. The most common concerns about the employability skills of graduates
relate to capacity to use technology (15 per cent), the ability to solve problems and display
enterprise and initiative (14.5 per cent) and teamwork and communication (13.2 per cent). 16

Supporting Queensland’s innovation by improving leadership capability
Recommendations:


Support increased and earlier exposure to businesses by the future workforce, through a
funded program of collaboration between schools, academic institutions and business.



Provide funding for practical leadership research into cultural barriers that exist to
leadership and Queensland’s ability to innovate, together with appropriate development
frameworks that allow organisations to build capability relating to an organisation’s
operating environment.



Advocate and support further reform in the education sector as it relates to management
education.

Increasing complexity, volatility and ambiguity in Queensland workplaces is posing a challenge for
those with leadership responsibilities. Queensland businesses have acknowledged that
16

2014 Survey of Workforce Development Needs.
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globalisation is rapidly changing our business landscape and this has exposed us to significant
international competition.
The pace of technological change is increasing and this is making industry and the entire economy
more susceptible to disruptive change. It is forcing companies to change the way they do business
with new business structures emerging that lend themselves to a more volatile environment.
Economic uncertainty has also led to increased pressure to deliver short term financial results and
this has influenced the way in which business leaders approach strategy and the metrics they use
to support their decision-making. Lifting Queensland’s leadership capability in order to enhance
productivity, innovation and sustainability is critical to our future.
The IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook17 2014 showed that in Australia the perception of
management practices by employees, relative to other countries has been dropping, with
Australia’s ranking falling from 8th in 2009 to 18th in 2014. This measure contributes to the decline
in Australia’s overall competitiveness ranking down from 7th in 2009 to 17th in 2014. The WEF
Global Competitiveness Report18 measures leadership on a limited basis using two elements of
leadership, staff training and the willingness of managers to delegate responsibility to measure
leadership.
Australia’s ranking has slipped significantly in recent years with regard to staff training. The second
element of leadership measures willingness to delegate by asking employees about the extent to
which they believe managers are willing to delegate authority in their country, and in this regard
Australia is also slipping in its performance dropping from 11 th in 2011 to 17th in 2014.
The level of innovation uptake and the ongoing competitiveness and sustainability of industry in
Queensland will largely depend on the capability of our leadership and action taken now. Ai Group
is concerned that little policy attention has been devoted to building Australia’s leadership
capability in recent years.
Ai Group intends to work with member companies to develop leadership communities, develop
leadership tools and information and promote leadership success stories. However support is
needed from the Queensland Government to reform leadership and management education;
drive collaboration between our schools, academic institutions and business; and fund practical
leadership research.

17
18

International Institute of Management Development (2013),World Competitiveness Yearbook
World Economic Forum (2013), Global Competitiveness Report
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Infrastructure investment
Recommendation:


The Queensland Government should move quickly to establish a medium and long-term
infrastructure project pipeline to boost the State’s overall productivity and to provide
certainty and opportunity for local business as the mining investment boom continues to
fade.

The case for investment in public infrastructure is strong in Queensland. The state needs
investment in roads, rail and ports, which would decrease congestion, lower costs and enhance
the competitiveness of Queensland businesses seeking to access international markets.
Another compelling reason for investing in new infrastructure in Queensland is the slowdown in
the mining-related engineering construction as resource companies finish existing projects.
Providing a pipeline of projects for the Queensland construction industry, which is the second
largest industry in the state, would provide a certainty of work to the construction industry over
the coming years as mining activity eases.
Given the Queensland Government’s fiscal position relative to other states, the funding options
for new infrastructure are limited. Queensland is also a state with a high rate of public ownership
of key infrastructure in contrast to other states.
Ai Group believes that transparency is vital for infrastructure projects and we welcome
government’s proposal to deliver a new QLD Infrastructure Plan and establish Building QLD as an
independent body to rigorously assess the State’s investment. Such a body should improve the
integrity and transparency around infrastructure planning and prioritization. Each proposed
project must be subject to thorough and transparent cost-benefit analysis to ensure the
Government gets the best possible use of taxpayer funds. A clear and transparent process will also
help to foster public support for infrastructure projects and avoid costly delays in construction.
This also ensures governments can access private finance to invest in infrastructure. Having a
transparent and rigorous project creates confidence among investors ensuring that lower-cost
financing and a deep pool of investment funds exists for future projects.
In considering future infrastructure investment in Queensland we would also urge government to
consider:


smoothing investment cycles as a means of reducing project costs;



undertaking further research into non-government infrastructure funding models
including;



utilizing non-funding levers available, including continuing to fast track development
approvals and reduce the regulatory and cost burden on industry by improving
government tender processes; and



developing programs of projects that can be rolled out at short notice to fill anticipated
declines in order books as resource projects decline.
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Ensuring Queensland industry operates on a level playing field
Recommendation:
Ai Group recommends that all Queensland government agencies and major contractors
implement an approach that shows a commitment to the following five procurement principles:


Value for Money: Value for money looks beyond “least cost” and brings cost-benefit
approach that considers quality, after sales servicing and maintenance, ongoing supplier
relationships and speed of maintenance repair.



Clarity, Transparency and Improvement of Processes: procurement processes should be
clear and transparent and be subject to ongoing improvement to reduce costs of tendering
and access for domestic suppliers, particularly small and medium sized enterprises.



Full and Fair Access: Procurement processes should ensure local suppliers have full and fair
access to supply opportunities under direct government contracts and with prime
contractors for major projects. This includes consistency in relation to conformity with
Australian standards and no preferential treatment of offshore suppliers.



Full Opportunities for Local Suppliers: Australian based suppliers should have full
opportunity to compete for the provision of goods and services under government
contracts both directly and indirectly through supply to prime contractors. For major
projects, prime contractors and licence holders should ensure that local suppliers have full
and fair access to sub-contracting and supply arrangements.



Supporting Industry through Effective Planning and Communication: Large government
purchasing activities and major project plans should be developed in a transparent way to
ensure local industry is able to invest sufficiently to participate in major tenders.

Ai Group believes Australian businesses should have full and fair access to supply the goods and
services required by the public sector and for major projects undertaken within Australia. As it
stands there are a number of barriers and distortions that frustrate and impede the full and fair
participation of Australian suppliers. These barriers and distortions are exacerbating the intense
competitive pressures currently being experienced by local, trade-exposed industries and
particularly by the manufacturing and IT sectors.
The major barriers and distortions are:


An undue emphasis on upfront costs rather than whole of life costs in public sector
procurement. This emphasis results in the purchase of lower quality goods and services
and neglects the costs involved in maintenance and through-life support which are key
advantages that local suppliers are able to offer.



An uneven weighting given to conformity with standards. Local producers are required to
produce to stringent Australian and International Standards and non-conformity or false
claims of conformity are much more rigorously enforced than is the case with many
imported alternatives. This puts local businesses at a disadvantage.
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Selection criteria (implicit or explicit) that include a record of supply in other countries as
demonstration of credentials. This favours offshore suppliers and is a particular barrier to
emerging local businesses and domestic suppliers of innovative goods and services.



Preference given to offshore suppliers. Preference is often given by overseas-based prime
contractors to sub-contractors and suppliers in their country of origin under explicit or
implicit local preference arrangements and practices.

These barriers and distortions against local industry participation in government contracts and in
major projects can be addressed by the adoption and adherence by government agencies of
practices that adhere to purchasing principles set out above. For major infrastructure,
construction and mining projects, governments should require prime contractors and holders of
licences to adopt and demonstrate adherence to similar practices. These practices should work
alongside programs aimed to facilitate local industry participation such as a strengthened Industry
Capability Network.
It is also important to account for the wider value to the economy by purchasing locally, such as
through skills development and retention and through creating jobs. Governments procuring
locally also ensure a broad range of suppliers can continue to operate locally. Finally, governments
should be aware that many foreign governments impose contractual requirements for local
content in their purchase of local goods.
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Planning and Environmental Regulations
Industrial land availability/ urban encroachment
Recommendation:


The planning and management of industrial land is a key infrastructure issue that needs to
be addressed, as part of an overall strategy to support population and economic growth in
south east and regional Queensland.

A lack of certainty in land release and appropriate infrastructure delivery is potentially a significant
constraint to business growth, construction activity and employment generation in Queensland in
coming years.
It is therefore critical that the Queensland Government continue to invest in vital infrastructure
(roads, water, electricity and sewerage) as well as opening up new areas for development. High
quality economic infrastructure combined with efficient planning processes are key enablers for
industry growth and the attraction of business investment to Queensland.
Investment by the private sector requires a high degree of certainty. It is important that in the
Government’s planning of future industrial areas, industry is given the certainty necessary to
support investment decisions. This will require a clear and consistent application of land use and
development policies, with regular information flowing to industry on the status of planning
policies and strategies.
Waste Regulation
Recommendation:


The Government should ensure it meets its shared responsibility for e-waste.

The National Television and Computer Recycling Scheme operates with industry funding to collect,
manage and recycle a growing proportion of e-waste in Australia. State and local governments
retain a shared responsibility to manage and recycle the remainder of the e-waste stream. The
scheme is currently under review, with concerns raised that this latter responsibility is not being
met, risking the recycling sector’s stability. Some governments have proposed that industry’s
recycling targets be substantially increased in response. Whatever the outcome of the review,
Queensland, along with other governments, should meet its responsibilities to manage e-waste
and support its desired level of recycling, rather than add this to industry’s existing burden.
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Energy
Recommendation:


Energy efficiency and productivity are long term imperatives. Information and other support
for efficiency should be increased, including in return for voluntary commitments.



Ai Group encourages the Government to reconsider the amalgamation of the publicly-owned
electricity generators and focus on reducing electricity network costs instead.

Energy efficiency and energy productivity are long term strategic imperatives for Queensland. The
delivered cost of electricity remains high, and gas prices are increasing. While important steps can
be taken to minimise price pressures in the near term, the strong likelihood is that electricity and
gas prices will rise strongly in the future. Energy efficiency can help to defer price rises by pushing
back the date at which new and more expensive sources of supply are needed and averting
transient market tightness. More productive use of energy will insulate businesses against a loss of
competitiveness when prices do rise. Both aspects help to ease the achievement of state and
national environmental objectives around climate change and other impacts of the energy system.
The Government is already taking some steps to encourage energy efficiency and productivity,
including providing information, guidance and assistance to energy users. The Government should
consider additional steps, including bolstering existing programs to allow a higher level of service
and assistance in return for voluntary commitments from energy users to achieve higher levels of
performance. Our research suggests that while the largest energy users are highly aware of their
energy opportunities, smaller and less energy intensive businesses have substantial opportunities
for improved energy use if capacity and resource barriers can be overcome.
The Government’s commitment to amalgamate the two publicly owned electricity generators was
intended to cut costs for energy users. However, the risk is that consolidation savings are more
than outweighed by the higher wholesale prices that a powerful combined entity would be able to
secure through strategic behavior. This reform should not be implemented until it has been
considered by the new Queensland Productivity Commission, which may recommend not
proceeding or making significant changes.
A better focus for immediate action is electricity network costs, which now account for the largest
proportion of most energy users bills. The most direct determinant of the cost of electricity
network services to energy users is the Australian Energy Regulator’s process for setting allowable
revenue by these monopoly businesses. The Regulator’s draft determination would achieve deep
reductions in the businesses’ initial revenue proposals, delivering substantial savings to energy
users. These reductions have been arrived at in part by benchmarking the networks against
efficient operators elsewhere, including the privatised Victorian businesses. The Government
should firmly support the AER process and a substantial saving for consumers, despite the impact
of lower revenues on the Budget.
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Encouraging innovation
Recommendation:


Ai Group encourages the Government to take an active role in improving the innovation
environment in the state through considered policy settings and incentives.

Innovation will provide the foundation for improvements in Queensland’s competitiveness and
living standards. It will be essential to lift productivity and central to Queensland’s ability to fuel
new sources of growth to rebalance the economy as the mining investment boom wanes. We
encourage the new government to take an active role in improving the innovation environment in
the state through considered policy settings and incentives. Innovation should be treated by an
incoming government as being fundamental to every aspect of industry growth and development,
and not just a niche area of industry policy.
It is especially important that innovation policies aim to lift productivity and competitiveness
across a diverse cross-section of industries, giving existing industries and sectors the scope to grow
and new industries the scope to emerge. The manufacturing sector, in particular, has
demonstrated remarkable resilience in Queensland and will be important to the State’s
rebalancing effort.
The government should play a critical role in creating an environment that supports innovation to
occur by:


ensuring that state research priorities are clearly articulated and that there is a strategic
long-term view to pursuing and implementing these priorities;



investing to further strengthen Queensland’s education and training systems and ensure
that training is well-targeted to meet the needs of Queensland businesses;



providing support for institutions and organisations that generate and disseminate
knowledge;



facilitating networking opportunities;



providing a stable, workable and predictable policy environment that incentivises
investment in innovation and encourages intellectual property (IP) and its flow on benefits
to stay and create jobs and wealth in the State; and



acting as a purchaser of innovative systems.

Collaboration on innovation
We applaud the recent strong focus in Queensland on building links between researchers and
business. These links will ensure that Queensland is leveraging its strengths in research, growing
successful businesses and supporting productivity and export growth to secure its future. We
would encourage ongoing support for programs such as the Accelerating Partnerships and
Accelerating Ideas programs, and events such as the Collaborate to Innovate event. Opportunities
to promote greater cooperation between researchers and industry must be open and accessible to
businesses from all sectors and sizes, and should not be denied to collaboration between
Australian and overseas-based businesses and research organisations. It is important that the
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collaboration has a clearly defined purpose and that emphasis is placed on the generation of
commercial outcomes. That said, in our experience the vast majority of collaborative
arrangements between industry and public research organisations, no matter how small, will if
successful result in ongoing collaboration invariably leading to collaboration on innovation. For
this reason we support any initiatives to build connections between researchers and industry and
embed a culture of sharing knowledge, ideas and resources between these two groups.
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Boosting trade
Recommendation:


Queensland has a strong record in international trade. Ai Group encourages the Government
to draw on the state’s strengths to develop a clear strategy to boost export opportunities of
Queensland businesses.



That the Government does not proceed with proposed cuts to the budget of Trade and
Investment Queensland (TIQ).

Ai Group commends the Queensland Government’s efforts in supporting exporters venture into
emerging markets, and urges the Government to continue and increase efforts in assisting
exporters.
Planned cuts to trade assistance in Queensland are extremely concerning given TIQ’s budget has
been on a downward trajectory over recent years, combined with the need to boost the state’s
exports beyond the resource sector. It is also important that Queensland businesses are aware of
the opportunities the new free trade agreements with Japan, Korea and upcoming agreements
with China and India.
Ai Group encourages the Queensland Government to look to states like Victoria, where the
Government has committed to conducting four “reverse super trade missions” bringing
international delegates to Victoria to showcase Victorian produce and technology and build
relationships. The inbound trade missions are a welcome move which will give local industry the
chance to pursue new contracts, develop exports and meet with existing partners, and help
identify and overcome legal and regulatory challenges to exporting.
In that state, there are also plans to increase the number of Victorian Government Business
Offices with new business offices to be located in South America, Singapore and Turkey to assist
Victorian businesses to take advantage of these emerging markets.
Furthermore, the Queensland Government should also proactively assist exporters by:


Continuing to fund more overseas trade missions for businesses, particularly smaller
businesses that want to expand into overseas markets, to participate and to facilitate cofunding exporters’ businesses trips overseas to establish and/or increase contacts with
overseas business partners. Such networks help to increase the chances of smaller Queensland
businesses being able to successfully break into new overseas markets.



Ai Group urges the Queensland Government ensure a continuation of targeted assistance for
business participation in trade missions.



Ai Group also calls on ongoing assistance for Queensland exporters beyond the initial
assistance of establishing export relationships. Further advice and support to help businesses
further grow exports would benefit the state.



Ai Group also calls on the Government to take advantage of the Queensland universities’
graduate diaspora to build relationships between local and foreign companies. This includes
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developing a program of incoming trade visits, which can link local businesses into global
supply chains.
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